NEAT Keg Track
Monitor and Control Brewery Inventory

NControl Security Integrations
introduces Keg Track.
The system uses the latest RFID
technology monitor the location of
all Kegs in the facility and whether
the Kegs is filled (and with what
product) or empty.

The system is ideal for:
•

Micro-Breweries

•

Vineyards

Keg Track can automate your
operation

and

help

control

inventory levels monitoring activity
and displaying inventory on hand.
Additionally, the system keeps

NControl is pleased to offer a new concept in brewery

The second part tracks Kegs while in the facility including

control, NEAT’s Keg Track.

empty Kegs, Kegs Filled Awaiting Shipped and Shipped
Kegs. This allows users to know where your inventory is

track of expiration dates so you
know what to send out first.

Keg Track is a cost-effective solution to monitor and

instantly, exactly what is on hand and the expiration date

control brewery inventory. The system uses NControl's

of the contents. Using Keg Track will ensure fresh product

NEAT software and the latest RFID hardware to monitor

is distributed and prevent losses from expired products.

the location of all Kegs in the facility and whether the
Kegs is filled (and with what product) or empty.

Keg Track options include:

The system also has the ability to input information when

Tag Joining – The system can be configured where

Kegs are filled to indicate what product was used and the

employees can be associated with keg activity include

- Records and displays Keg

expiration date of the contents. The system can also be

filling and distribution of products. Employees where

locations and movement history

used to indicate where the Keg was shipped to. Know

RFID badges and are joined to activity when seen with

instantly inventory levels - control product distribution -

keg.

System Functions

- Know product levels to determine
production needs
- Locate Kegs by knowing where

ensure that the right product is available when needed prevent waste by monitoring the expiration date of

Visitor Tracking – The Visitor Service uses the RFID

product.

tracking hardware already installed to monitor visitors as
they move around your facility. Use the system to check

each Keg is shipped to
Keg Track is designed as a two part system. The first

in/out visitors, designate responsible party and expected

- Shows the Real-time location of

monitors receiving doors and filling station areas. When

time in the facility. Account for all visitors in an

all RFID tags

a Keg nears these areas, personnel input information to

emergency.

- Ensure that all product shipped is

define product and distribution information, allowing

fresh

personnel to know what product is completed and where

For additional information on NEAT Keg Track please

it is going. The system stores the Keg contents, when it

contact NControl Security Integrations, LLC at either

was filled and the expiration date of the contents.

sales@ncontrolsi.com or via telephone at (219) 2850141.

